A guide to organizing spectacular and
celebratory public events that tackle
food waste!

This toolkit offers an overview of the role of food sourcing for your largescale food waste feast, from figuring out the local landscape of food
production, to building relationships and creating a schedule for collection
so that the catering team can take over.

2 months minimum.

To feed 5000 people you’ll need a minimum of 1000kg/2200lbs of produce.
To achieve this we recommend:



Going through the work plan provided below and reading through
the guidance offered from past experiences of sourcing surplus
food.



You will then need to start reaching out to any potential food
donors as soon as possible. There’s always a level of uncertainty
with sourcing surplus food from suppliers, so to lower the risk,
make sure you have a wide range of food sources. Each donation is
an opportunity to tell the story and highlight the possible solutions
at every level of the food system. Meeting people face-to-face or
making a phone call is a great way to speak to people directly.



Working with the catering coordinator, partners and contributors
on the logistics of getting the food to where it needs to be, to be
cooked into a delicious meal.

This toolkit was developed for February 2017 with support from The
Rockefeller Foundation.
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We suggest you only use surplus food that would otherwise be wasted and
not consumed by humans. This is because you don’t want to rely on
existing suppliers for organizations (such as food banks) who already need
food for their beneficiaries. Try and reach out to new organizations who
might not have previously considered their food waste as an issue.
Highlight the undiscovered waste in our food system and work to increase
donations to food banks going forward, rather than taking food away from
them.

Some of the roles may include:



Researching, building relationships, securing food donations and
keeping in contact with suppliers



Liaising with all parties involved in food sourcing and updating the
team on expected totals









Putting together the collection schedule
Arranging the storage of food donations (if it can’t be stored in a
truck) and the location of delivery vehicles overnight
Reserving and arranging a/multiple vehicles
Arranging drivers and volunteers for each collection
Arranging delivery of food on the day
Putting a contingency plan for food sourcing in place.
Identifying and securing sources of food depending on the
situation and anticipated food totals

Disclaimer
Global Feedback are in no way liable or responsible for any events or for
any food or health safety issues which may arise in the course of such
events. The materials herein are offered merely as guidance.
Independent legal advice should be sought locally in relation to any
respective event. Whilst we have used our best endeavors to keep the
information in each toolkit current, no liability whatsoever is accepted or
held for its applicability to your event.
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Stage 1. Research
Read through this document.

2 months prior

Read through the sections from UK Gleaning Handbook in the Appendix – we highly
recommend the sections:
 BACKGROUND FARM RESEARCH - as a basis of information into supply chain level
food waste,
 FARMERS AND GROWERS - for an overview on where to start the search for
producers and then how to build relationships.
 CALLING FARMERS - this offers a handy script of how to go about the call – you don’t
need to do this now necessarily but it is good to understand how best to approach
farmers. See the Case Study - Finding farmers in the UK – This offers a range of
great ways to find the farmers themselves, learned from four years of investigation.

2 months prior

Get in contact with partnering food banks and other organizations or people that already
utilize food surplus to take stock of current local situation.
Aim to learn:
 The current situation day to day on the ground, the challenges and the best
opportunities.
 Their experiences, what have they learnt?
 How can you help them? So, that it doesn’t appear that you are trying to filch
existing contacts, make sure to assert that we want to use the event to catalyze
new opportunities and forge existing conversations – is there a way you can help
operations?

7 weeks prior

Q’s for Feedback team on anything
not clear

A list of local suppliers – see the
Appendix and the food sourcing
toolkit for a template
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How to create a coordinated approach: You also want to make sure that you do not
reach out to people who are already donating/ redistributing/ or have a plan for
their waste. A coordinated, strategic and tactful approach is the best one.

Establish whether introductions can be made (through contacts) to facilitate the connection
between food sourcing coordinator for event and supplier – this is unlikely; however, it is
worth having as many conversations as possible to expand your knowledge.

7 weeks prior

Add to database this information

Research suppliers in local area and create a database. Make sure to categorize as you go
and record as much detail as possible. This will allow you to tailor your communication with
them later. See the food-sourcing folder for an example database. You could categorize
according to food type, locations, size, type of organization – we recommend keeping tabs
on all this information: e.g. pack house? Wholesaler? Fresh produce? Carbohydrates?
Protein? Website? Contact name? Email? Phone? It could come in handy.

6 weeks prior

Database of potential food sources
categorized according to food type,
and charting contact

Identify avenues for gleaning (though this is optional) and other food donations. Tailor
communication to these farms. Make sure to review the section ‘MAKING CONTACT AND
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS’ before sending anything:
 The email templates listed below
 CALLING FARMERS - The script provided within the gleaning handbook – please see
the appendix
The advice from previous coordinators and top tips listed below

6 weeks latest

Several emails sent to farmers

Follow up with phone calls and in person meetings where possible, as soon as possible. This
will allow you to get a better sense of what is available hopefully.

5 weeks

Arranged meetings
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Stage 2. Initial contact with suppliers
Tailor initial outreach communication to potential suppliers (see Paris template below
for an example) – deciding whether a phone call followed by email is best or vice
versa. Generally, the larger the institution, the better it is to begin with a formal
communication like email.

6-5 weeks

Several emails sent to food
sources

Follow up with phone calls and in person meetings where possible, as soon as
possible. This will allow you to get a better sense of what is available hopefully.

6-5 weeks

Arranged meetings

5 weeks prior to potential glean

A production schedule and
plan for an entire gleaning
day.

4 weeks

A table of food quantities

Stage 3. Gleaning (optional)
Plan for different aspects of glean if you are to go ahead with this. These include:
Make sure additionally to create a plan for:
•Volunteers
•Transport
•Equipment
•Social Media
Health and Safety
Stage 4. Building relationships
Continue liaison with suppliers – begin to create a plan for the type of produce and
meal the catering team can expect – create a table of expected food quantities and
begin to get a sense of the best plan for collection of the food.
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Review how much food you are planning to collect - will you have enough for the
meal? Will there be too much? Decide with the team whose responsibility it is to plan
the back-up plan for any food which does not have a place in the meal – this is likely
to the food sourcing coordinator however work with the whole team for the best
decision.

4 weeks

Stage 5. Building a picture of the narrative
Make sure as you go to be recording WHY the food is going to waste, keeping in mind
a plan for follow up after the event – how can food waste be reduced in the future?
How can this food be put to use? What needs to change in the system as it currently
stands?

6-3 weeks

A log of food waste landscape
in the local area

Liaise with suppliers on collection dates and delivery to make schedule for collection –
this should be done with the catering coordinator.

4-3 weeks

Collection schedule

Liaise with volunteer coordinator on collection volunteers and drivers. You may need
to arrange for a paid driver if there are funds for this.

3 weeks

As above

Confirm quantities and items expected – make a table of expected food quantities

4 weeks

A table of food quantities

Stage 6. Organizing collection logistics
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Confirm menu and liaise with catering team

4 weeks

Confirmed menu

Confirm with driver the collection schedule and go through it with them in person –
make a database of contact details. Submit this collection schedule to the catering
team (though you will have been in contact with them previously to make sure it fits
in with their plans).

3-2 weeks

Collection schedule – final
draft

Liaise with the communications coordinator – press might want to attend the food
collections for interviews. See whether this is possible (with your supplier/ producers)
and who would be best to attend the collections and give interviews.

2 weeks

Media plan and contact list

In the weeks before, when collections are likely to take place, make sure your phone
is on and that you are available to either attend the food collections with the drivers
or send a trusted volunteer.

1 week

A list of contacts
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For a curry/stew for 5000 people, you will need minimum 1000kg/2200lbs
of raw produce, or approximately 2200lbs to be supplemented by
carbohydrates ideally.

Another principle of feeding the 5000 is:

In the US, we have served a 9-ounce portion meal, which is considered
standard. 9 x 5000oz =45,000 oz. = 2812.5 lbs. though some Feeding the
5000s have opted for a 12oz. portion. For more information on this, see the
catering toolkit.
Plan the provision of food on the day wisely so that no portions are wasted.
Any food leftovers should be composted.
We always have a back-up plan in case the event has setbacks that mean
not all portions are served. Another issue is that waste is so abundant that
you are forced to take on extra food, which cannot be used easily in the
meal.
You want to have a contingency plan for the food in case you don’t have
enough people turn up to the event. Bear in mind that the people who
have helped you source food along the way can likely take on some of the
food or even the meals you make to give to their beneficiaries.
Different options and what you need to bear to mind when making a plan B
for all the food sourced can be seen on the following surplus food table.
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Less of the produce to be cooked.
Instead some of the produce is
stored and chilled for beneficiaries
such as charities or food banks.

Before the meal is cooked, when all the
food has been collected

How many people are likely to attend
the event – what is the weather? Has
promotion been effective?
Can the food bank chill/store the food
until they use it?

Donate cooked meals to charity

A back-up plan should be made ahead
of the day, with follow up calls to
checking if the provisional plan is
feasible. Confirmation should happen
after the busy lunch period at 2pm on
the day.

Can the beneficiary pick up the food
from the venue? Can they legally
serve it?
Note on US food safety regulation:
Cooked food redistributed to charities
must be served within 4 hours of
cooking.

Set up a grocery giveaway at the
event

Prior to the day, if you collect a lot of
food- This is a great way to spread the
message to more people and serve
even more portions.

Are you allowed to give out raw
produce? Where will this be set up?
Who will replenish the food and set up
the station and make signs? Could you
give out recipe cards?

At Feeding the 5000- NYC, we
collected more spinach than we
needed for our Ratatouille – we
donated some to a charity that had a
relationship with the soup kitchen we
were cooking in. They could chill the
spinach for a few days.
Feeding the 5000 DC. To prevent a
late finish, the team decided to
donate 1250 meals to two charities,
which has been suggested ahead of
the day. There had been calls made to
check it they could take on this much
and we had arranged timings. We
arranged a driver the day before who
we confirmed with on the day to pick
up the boxes of food with trays in
them to deliver. This had to be done
within 4 hours of the meal being
cooked (food safety regulations) so
speedy decisions were necessary.
Feeding the 5000 Brighton gave out
many kilos of food and had an entire
tent dedicated to this grocery
giveaway.
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As it says in the handbook, one of the most important parts of this process
is the research, the development of knowledge, the database building and
the preparation of your first contact.

Example Food Sourcing email 1

Read through the sections we include from the UK Gleaning Handbook –
we highly recommend the sections ‘background on farm research’ as a
basis of information into supply chain level food waste, followed by the
section: ‘farmers and growers’ for an overview on where to start the search
for producers and then how to build relationships.

Malcolm recommended that we contact you about an event we are
organizing and the possibility of collaboration. The event - Feeding the
5000, takes place in the city on the x th September 2016 at xxx.
Feeding the 5000 is Feedback’s flagship campaigning event, shining a light
on the global food waste scandal, championing the delicious solutions and
catalyzing the global movement against food waste.

You can then begin preparing your initial contact and a strategic plan – The
section ‘calling farmers’ offers further guidance on this

Dear Janine,

At each event, we serve up a delicious communal feast for 5000 people
made entirely out of food that would otherwise have been wasted, bringing
together a coalition of organizations that offer the solutions to food waste,
raising the issue up the political agenda and inspiring new local initiatives
against food waste.
We have held such events around the world, from Sydney to Brussels,
Amsterdam to London. We collaborate with organizations, governments
and NGOs working on food waste issues across the world including UNEP,
Alternatiba, & City Harvest. We have had additionally held 3 events in the
country, including in XX in 2014, xx in 2015 and xx in 2016.
We are currently in the process of sourcing food that would have otherwise
been discarded and were hoping to speak to you about the possibility of
sourcing some of the food from the wholesale market, to show the
leadership that wholesale markets are taking in reducing food waste and
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responding to the massive public interest in the issue.
I will be in xxx this Friday and would be delighted if you could find the time
to meet. If this is not convenient for you, we would be happy to arrange
another meeting at another time with our coordinators.
We look forward to hearing from you,
Kind Regards,
Dominika Jarosz
Feeding the 5000 Global Campaign Manager

Example Food Sourcing email 2 - tweaked for DC Gleaning

To spread awareness (and gather ingredients for our meal), we want
to mobilize some local farms for 2-3 gleaning days in the week leading up
to May 18. If there is any possibility for us to utilize any food that would
otherwise not have a use in your business, then we would be delighted to
speak further either by phone or email. We will happily arrange all labor,
costs and delivery to ensure ease on your side.
Please consider the tremendous value in letting us glean from your
fields!
And any insight or direction you might have for us about others to reach
out to would also be greatly appreciated. Thank you for considering it!
Best,

Hi Tyler,
I'm reaching out on behalf of Feedback, with our partners at DC Central
Kitchen to inquire about organizing a strawberry gleaning opportunity with
Wegmeyer Farm. We are currently gearing up to bring a 'Feeding the 5000'
event into the heart of DC on May 18th. This event will serve as a
tasty celebration of the opportunity that wasted food provides us with—
through serving a meal feeding 5000 people from food that would otherwise
be wasted, we're advocating awareness and creativity in the United States
around how to fix the imperfect kinks in our food chain.
This event aims to achieve political pressure and publicity that will positively
impact food production and consumption from farm to fork.
We know that approximately 1/3 of produced food worldwide is wasted, and
we want to use this event as a way to highlight the struggle that farms in
particular have in finding consumer markets for both excess and deformed
crops. Therefore, we’d like to see if you’d be interested in being involved in
the event and our efforts to source some produce for it!

Food Sourcing email 3 - tweaked for NYC
Dear X,
X recommended that we contact you about an event we are organizing
and the possibility of collaboration in our upcoming Feeding the 5000.
The event will take place in Union Square in NYC on November 10th from
12pm- 4pm.
Feeding the 5000 is Feedback’s flagship campaigning event to shine a
light on the global food waste scandal, champion the delicious solutions
and catalyze the global movement against food waste. At each event, we
serve up a delicious communal feast for 5000 people made entirely out of
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food that would otherwise have been wasted, bringing together a
coalition of organizations that offer the solutions to food waste, raising
the issue up the political agenda and inspiring new local initiatives against
food waste. We have held over 20 such events around the world, from
Sydney to Brussels, Amsterdam to London. We have organized three such
events in the US, the first in Oakland in 2014 and the latest in Omaha just
a few weeks ago.
We have partnered with City Harvest and GRACE Communications
Foundation. We are currently in the process of sourcing food that would
have otherwise been discarded and were hoping to speak to you about
the possibility of sourcing some of the food from X, to show the leadership
that X are taking in reducing food waste and responding to the substantial
public interest in the issue.
We look forward to hearing from you,
Kind Regards,
Dominika Jarosz
Feeding the 5000 Global Campaign Manager
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farmers (especially organic) supply supermarkets will be very
helpful as cosmetic standards often mean they waste a lot.
Food donations can come from anywhere, but all the food must have been
diverted from landfill, and by using such food the message of the event is
clear.

Donation location suggestions



Wholesale fruit and vegetable markets pack-houses (distribution
centers that bring farmers and supermarkets together),
international wholesale warehouses are the best for sourcing
large amounts of food.



Food banks can be a good way of finding new avenues of fruit and
vegetables surplus. Get in touch with the (there may be more than
one) food bank partnering in the event and ask questions, as they
can give you advice on how to store food and possible food
suppliers that can give you donations. We have often found that
partnering food banks might have food that is surplus to the
requirements of their recipient charities, but this should not be
something that you rely on as a source of food for the event. Also,
by establishing relationships with any new food banks you work
with on the event, you can donate new sources of food that you
find, or surplus food from the event.



Farmers, farming organization and produce organizations can be
a good source of food that can be gleaned. Organic and
sustainable farming networks can be friendlier, but be warned,
they might be better at avoiding food waste! Finding out which



Gleaning vegetables before the event with volunteers can be a
great part of the story, so if you do this, let the media know!



For cooking demos and smaller requirements Bakeries, butchers,
abattoirs, and fish markets are the best.
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LOGISTICS: COLLECTING THE FOOD
You will need to pick up large amounts of food, for which you need to rent
a vehicle likely. We suggest the following:



Make an excel document to plan each collection out. See the below
example collection schedule below. Make sure to confirm with
those whom you are collecting from that those timings are ok first.



Work out how much food you will be collecting, and over how
many days. From there you can make decisions on the size and
type of van and for how many days you will need it.



Once you have done this, Book/reserve the van and arrange for
the collection of the food.



When reserving a van, understand what you need to do to collect
the van quickly on the day. What license and insurances does the
driver need in advance? What kind of card is needed to make the
reservation and make the payment? How much time in advance
should you reserve the truck? Reefer trucks (trucks with
refrigeration) are often in short supply so book weeks in advance.

Advice for food collections
Try to pick up food donations as close to the event date as possible, and
for any food that you secure in advance, cold storage is best to help
ensure freshness. If you are not renting a refrigerated van for the 3-day
run-up to the event (rough time needed for all collections), then you need

to confirm a cool place to store all the food up until it is cooked. One
preferable arrangement is to store all the food in a refrigerated van,
however this is an expensive option. Arrange with partners a place to
store all the food otherwise, 1 month in advance of the event (food banks
and catering colleges often have some limited space, but this is an
important way a catering organization/company could contribute also).

‘Make sure the people who are helping you know what you expect from
them and when they are expected to do it. Have back up plans: not
everyone who says they will help will, sometimes things turn out
differently than you expect. Be flexible. If you are borrowing things from
people, make sure you have a system in place to get it back to them>
label the pans/ serving spoons’.

(How to keep the food before serving it up)





Feeding 5000 Brighton used 20 x 80l food grade bins
Feeding the 5000 Paris used 50 x 15l food grade
bags + 10 tubs at 80l were needed to transport and
store all the food
Feeding the 5000 NYC used 20 x 15-gallon size food
grade boxes (polypropylene plastic – which is
believed to be food grade) * (F5K NYC) *(borrowed
or Ikea ordered previously).
Click here for specs and pricing.
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then (asking food banks, and other food distributors if they have space
would be our suggested first port of call), however you may need to
enquire about pricing to pay for this and budget it in.

Post-Collection; Storage of the Food



Plan for where the food will live until prepared. Options include:
the van, a fridge, a warehouse etc. If it is staying in the van, plan
overnight parking.



Within the storage space, plan out the storage containers for the
food – how will you pick up the food (take it from those donating)
and keep it afterwards?



Additionally, if the food is moving from multiple places (as it likely
will), work out how the food will be secured in the van while in
transit– either with rope or appropriate stacking.

Deciding whether you need food to be chilled in storage prior could affect
the budget, as non-refrigerated storage space tends to be more available
and thus people are generally more able to offer this for free. Depending
on when the food is being donated/collected, refrigeration may not be a
choice but a necessity.

Example food storage email:
Hello
I’m enquiring on behalf of a charity holding an event to raise awareness of
food waste in Denver on the 14th October.
We are rescuing around 1600-2000 lbs. of food that would have otherwise
gone to waste to give people a free lunch on Skyline Park in Denver,
however we are struggling to find a cost-effective option for cold storage
of 4 pallets worth of food from the 6th- 10th October.
If you could give me an idea of how much it would cost to store the food
at your warehouse and offer more information on the process, that would
helpful. Additionally, any special pricing to help our incredibly tight budget
would be massively appreciated, though I understand that this can be
difficult.
Thanks in advance for your quote,
Pascale

When planning the collection, bear in mind that you may not have the
budget for a refrigerated vehicle for all the food storage. Trying to source
refrigerated storage space for free is of course the next preferable option
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Food Storage Container Needs

(for large scale food catering; including the collection, and food
preparation)





Enough to hold all produce and 25% more: ensure to do new math
calculating the quantity of food and how much capacity you need
to store it all, making sure to convert kg/lbs. into gallon/liter
capacity.
As a guideline, previous F5Ks have allowed minimum 15+ plastic
boxes at 15 gallons. This may seem a lot. However, you will need
to allow for equipment, then for all the produce to be separated
into unprepared and prepared, allowing also for some boxes to
wash produce in, then separated according to ingredient. For all
these reasons, it is important never to underestimate your needs
for containers to hold equipment. See the box on storage
containers.

2812.5lbs (5000 x 9oz portions) minimum for all the food
to be collected and transported to the venue should be
accounted for.
Allow for some equipment to be transported additionally.
We would advise an 18ft reefer truck (this means there is
refrigeration ability built into it).
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Before you begin contacting farmers, it’s a good idea to gain a basic
understanding of the reasons why food gets wasted on farms, and to be
aware of the different stages where waste can occur. This may help you
identify which farms in your area are likely to have waste – for example,
based on the type of crop that they grow. When you are ready to speak
with farmers, having this knowledge will help you decide which questions
you need to ask, and will better prepare you to respond to any of the
farmer’s queries.

Types of farm level food waste and their causes
Cosmetic Standards
Sadly, many fruit and vegetables are rejected before they even leave the
farm because they do not meet certain criteria regarding their size,
shape, color or appearance. These criteria are often referred to as
cosmetic standards or cosmetic specifications. Produce that does not
satisfy these cosmetic standards is typically rejected at one of three
stages: in the field; in the pack-house; or at the point of delivery. See
more in the section below on ‘Where does the waste occur?’

Gluts and falling prices
If the weather has been particularly favorable to a certain crop, farmers
may experience a glut (an abundance). This should be a good thing – but
unfortunately it can create problems, because farmers often struggle to
sell the surplus. Also, gluts often affect several crop-growers within the
same region; and if the market becomes over-supplied, the price of that
particular fruit or vegetable will fall. If the price falls below a certain point,
it may become uneconomical for farmers to harvest the crop.
Over Production
Many farmers are contracted to supply a particular supermarket. The
supermarket will issue the farmer with a demand forecast – an estimate of
how much crop they expect to buy. If the farmer under-supplies against
the forecast, they could potentially lose their contract. To protect
themselves, some farmers deliberately
over-plant their fields. For example, a farmer who is contracted to sell 100
tons of onions might plant enough seeds to grow 150 tons. This provides
him with a safety margin, to protect against a poor yield. However, if
growing conditions are favorable and result in a good yield, the farmer
might have as much as 50 tons of ‘surplus’ onions. As above, this surplus is
not always easy to sell.
Order Cancellations
Working against a supermarket’s forecast, a farmer may plant certain
crops up to a year in advance of when they are due to be sold. Some types
of produce are harvested close to the selling stage; others are harvested
several weeks or months before and then kept in storage. Farmers may be
in a situation where a buyer backs out of buying some produce.
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Sometimes this will occur under the guise of cosmetic out grading – a
retailer may have agreed a price for a product with the farmer in
advance, but the price of the product has since crashed – thus the retailer
wants to wriggle out of paying the original agreed (higher) price. They
can therefore reject the batch on the pretext of it not meeting cosmetic
standards, to then buy up the produce at the new low market price.
Trials and Crop rotation
Farmers will occasionally run relatively small-scale crop trials to see how
well a certain fruit or vegetable will grow on their land, or to test a
different variety of a common crop. The farmer may not intend, or be
able, to sell the trial crop. Crop rotation – for example, planting carrots in
a field where parsnips are usually grown – can also sometimes leave a
farmer with crops they cannot sell. (In this example, the farmer may have
established regular customers to buy carrots, but has less experience
selling parsnips).
YO Farms
May sometimes have times when not many people turn up to pick (e.g.
because of bad weather) and so there are fruit and veg left un-harvested.
They may also experience a tapering off of interest towards the end of
their season
NOTE: Farmers may describe the causes of food waste in different ways –
for example, a farmer talking of ‘surplus crop’ may be referring to a glut,
over-production, an order cancellation or a crop trial. And be aware that
some instances of farm-level food waste have more than one cause.
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Where and when does food waste occur?
In the field
Some types of fruit and vegetables are rejected at the harvesting stage.
This is especially true of crops that are usually harvested by hand (rather
than by machine), and where strict cosmetic standards apply: farmworkers will be trained to pick only those fruits or vegetables that meet
the cosmetic standards. Often in these cases, a portion of the crop is left
in the field; although sometimes a whole field is left un-harvested. For
example, if a farmer judges that 50 per cent of the apples in a particular
orchard are too small, it may not be economically viable to send laborers
into that orchard to pick any of the apples.

their quality standards, they may decide to reject the entire delivery; the
crop will be sent back to the farmer or packing agent. Even if the farmer has
other customers who they can sell to, valuable time will have been lost in
transporting the crop to and from the original customer, affecting the
freshness and quality of the product.
At any other stage in the supply chain
The supply chain from farm to consumer is often long, with many stages.
There may be several ‘middle men’ (intermediaries): packing agents, buyers
and sellers, importers, exporters, transport, haulage and warehousing
firms. Waste of fresh produce can occur at any one of these stages.
Sometimes the produce is returned to the farm; in other cases, the produce
is destroyed or disposed of.

In-field waste can also occur when the farmer’s machinery is not able to
gather the entire crop. For example, small potatoes and onions can fall
through the gaps of mechanical harvesters.
At the packing stage
After crops have been collected from the fields, they need to be packed
ready for sale. (Some large farms have their own packing sheds on-site;
smaller farms usually send their crop to an offsite packing facility). At this
stage the crop will be inspected and sorted according to quality and
appearance; a portion of the crop may be rejected (considered unsuitable
for sale). This sorting and rejecting process can be carried out by people,
analogue machinery, or digital scanning equipment.
At the point of delivery
Supermarkets usually inspect deliveries of fresh produce on arrival at
their warehouse. If they decide that some of the produce does not meet

“We were a little limited when it came to food storage.
Additional plastic containers would have been a
benefit. There was a lot of people fighting to use
them. I would walk away for 10 seconds and find a
container I had planned to serve the next batch in had
already been put to use!” (Head chef – Steven Wilson)
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Grower’s associations
Before you begin contacting farmers, carry out some initial research to
build a picture of horticulture in your region. What types of crops are
being grown – and when are they usually in harvest? Is farming in your
region dominated by one or two large agribusinesses, or are there many
small independent farmers?
Finally, ensure that you have a basic understanding of food waste on
farms: understanding the issues that farmers face will help you ask
better probing questions, earn their trust and to build a rapport with
them. See Section 1 for more information on farm-level food waste. If
there are many farmers and/or many different crop types in your region,
you may wish to prioritize who you contact based on seasonality and
farm size.

Farmers sometimes belong to certain groups or associations. For example,
The British Leek Growers Association has around 12 members: some of
these farmers will grow only leeks, others will grow a variety of crops
including leeks.
Ask them to message their farmers about the event. This can multiply your
reach – however, farms rarely respond to group emails, so it is desirable to
get a list of individual contacts who are members of the grower’s group if
possible, who you can then call a short while after the message has gone
out. If it is a national group, please run it by the Feedback team first before
you contact them as we may already have contracts.

Finding farmers & growers
Create a database of farmers
Record what the source of your farmer info is on your database of farmer
contacts. Then you will not forget which online directories, etc. you have
already searched through.
Online directories and internet search
These are often extensive and easily accessible lists, with variety of useful
data. Bear in mind that they often give no indication of farm size. Some
directories will often overlap in terms of the farmers listed, so before
adding a new name to the list, be sure to check it isn’t there already.
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Social media
Twitter has become very popular among farmers. Topics include supply
and demand, weather, new technologies and requesting or offering
advice. Also, once you follow one farmer, this may help you to find many
more.
Retailers
Some supermarkets provide details on their website of the farms that they
buy from. If fruit and vegetables are sold pre-packaged, there may be a
label on the packaging listing information about the farmer who grew the
produce.
Trade and industry publications
There are several newspapers, magazines and journals aimed at farmers
or businesses related to agriculture. These sometimes contain stories or
articles about particular farmers, or adverts placed by farmers.

If at first you don’t succeed, try and try and try again!
Persevere! Farmers may not be responsive for many
reasons – they might:
 Be too busy
 Go into “cold caller” mode, assuming you are asking
for money
 Be afraid of gleaning as an unfamiliar idea
 Be afraid of admitting they have waste, and deny it
(particularly PR departments)

Market traders and small businesses
If you talk to market traders or small businesses, some are happy to give
the name and contact details for the farmers who supply them.
Conferences, events, exhibitions and trade shows
Farmers like to keep up to date with what’s going on in their industry, so
will often attend conferences, talks and events. Some of these events will
be exclusive to farmers, but others will be open to members of the public
or representatives of gleaning projects! Exhibitions and trade shows, such
as the National Fruit Show in Kent, (UK), are also good places to meet
farmers face-to-face.
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People think of waste differently
You are most likely to get the best response if you can speak to the
farmer, so where possible try to contact them by telephone. Once you’ve
established contact, it’s often good to follow up by sending an email with
further information, especially if they seem uncertain, or need approval of
someone senior who might benefit from a concise and positive written
account. Always follow up emails with a call after a week or two if you
don’t hear back! There are some email templates for sending to
farmers/producers.
Before you pick up the phone, it’s good to plan through what you want to
say. Write down a few ideas for how you might open the conversation, i.e.
what is the first thing you will say when the farmer answers the phone.
Remember that farmers are busy people: they’re unlikely to have much
time for long phone calls, so it’s important to be succinct. Please see the
appendices for more specific advice on what to say to farmers.
Be tactful in your approach
Keep in mind that food waste is almost always a sensitive topic for
farmers. If they do have crops that they are unable to sell, this means they
will be losing money – as well as the time, energy and dedication they put
into growing those crops. Farmers more than anyone dislike the idea of
good food going to waste.

Imagine a farmer who, in an average year, cannot sell 40 per cent of the
cabbages that they grow because those cabbages do not meet cosmetic
standards. The farmer might not regard this 40 per cent as waste because
it happens every year and is effectively planned for.
This is another primary cause of food waste: farmers deliberately overplanting their field to ensure against undersupplying contracts. If you were
to call that farmer and ask if they have
any waste, they could quite reasonably answer no. However, if instead you
enquire about un-harvested, surplus, downgraded, outgraded or rejected
produce… you may receive a very different answer.
There is no single, correct approach. The point is that not all farmers have
the same interpretation of food waste; and certain words, phrases or
approaches can mean different things to different farmers. So, it can
sometimes be useful to try phrasing a particular question in more than one
way without doing this so much that you annoy the farmer!
Example opening pitch
“Hi, my name is X and I’m calling from a project that can save any food you
currently leave unharvested or can’t sell, and get it to food poverty charities
like homeless hostels. We have teams of volunteers who can do the
harvesting for free. Do you think you’ll be likely to have any food left
unharvested in the fields over the coming year, and if so would you be
interested in having the food harvested for charity?”
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Follow up questions if they are interested:
When? “When is the waste likely to occur? Don’t worry if this is an estimate,
as we appreciate these things can be unpredictable.”
Type and est. quantities? “What types and what approximate quantities of
food waste can there be? Again, don’t worry if this is an estimate, as we
appreciate these things can be unpredictable.”
Good time to check back in with them? “When is there next likely to be food
waste coming up? Is it ok if we call back 2-3 weeks before then, to check in
with you and see what the situation is then? We generally need about 1-2
weeks’ notice to organize a gleaning day, so it’s best if we call you a bit in
advance. However, if you won’t be sure until closer to the time, it’s still
helpful to check in with you in advance, and we may be able to do something
at less notice.”

Ensure you make a note of when to call them back, and stick to this as
otherwise you may miss the chance to glean.
Note: The more established you are as a hub, generally the shorter the time
you’ll need to coordinate logistics and mobilize volunteers.
Pack house waste? “If you have any pack house waste, we can also link you
up with charitable outlets, or social enterprises who might be able to get you
some money back from the produce, more than you would get for livestock
feed. Do you ever have any pack house waste, like cosmetic outgrades?”
Note: It’s very important to mention the possibility of linking them with
commercial groups like Company Shop, particularly if they seem
uninterested in the charitable side of things, as it might lure them in. If we
help them, they will be more likely to help us in return.

Calling early in the morning, lunchtime or at the end of
the working day is more likely to be successful. Rainy
days, less busy periods of year (when no harvesting or
planting are going on), or when it gets dark early in
Winter, are all times when farmers are more likely to pick
up the phone. A bigger farm with an office may have
normal office hours, however.

Tenacity is rewarded with farmers— you may often
experience missed calls, and endless requests to call back
at later times. Farmers have very busy lives. Do not give
up! Take heart! Of course, it is also important not to waste
energy calling farms who never answer, or ask not to be
called back or you sense are becoming annoyed.
It is especially important with farms that have said they
would be happy for you to glean from them, to
tenaciously call them until you get through around the
time they are likely to have waste. There’s often a narrow
window where waste produce will be gleanable before it
goes bad, and it’s the worst feeling to miss that window.
Call back multiple times in one day if you feel it’s
appropriate, until you get through (again— be sensitive if
you are beginning to annoy anyone though!).
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These lists may sometimes list agricultural businesses that are not farms.
For instance:

Farm Directories
Please record what the source of your farmer info is on your database of
farmer contacts. Then you will not forget which online directories, etc. you
have already searched through.
Also, directories will often overlap in terms of the farmers listed. Before
adding a new name to the list, be sure to check it isn’t there already.
Where possible, be specific that you are looking for fruit and vegetables as
otherwise you may end up phoning arable or livestock farmers, who may be
bemused at the idea of you gleaning their sheep!
“iGroup” Business Finder: There is usually a separate site for each region –
for instance, iKent. From there, enter a category – a good one is “fruit &
vegetable growers”.
Thomson Local also have a directory of fruit and vegetable farmers. Just type
your region into the search box to localize the search.
Local Life also have a directory of fruit and vegetable farmers. Just replace
“Kent” with your region in the search box to localize the search.
B99 have a directory of UK fruit producers – just click on the nearby town for
a list.




Hydroponics



Traders/marketers: These will often not grow their own food, and
instead buy harvested food from farms to then sell on to
supermarkets or smaller markets. You may be able to ask them for
the names of farmers they supply.

Nurseries: Often grow small seedlings, which are then sold onto
farms to cultivate. They may be able to tell you the names of local
farmers who buy their produce.

UK Retailers:
Some retailers offer lists of their growers on their websites:




Abel and Cole list their vegetable and fruit growers.



Morrisons and the Cooperative offer some limited information
about their growers.

Many major supermarkets like Tesco’s and Sainsbury’s don’t list
their suppliers online at the time of writing. However, if you ever
find such lists, please let us know!

We are currently in discussions with some national supermarkets about
them giving us lists of their suppliers. If/when we acquire these, we will of
course share the details of farms in your region.
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24 septembre matin

11am

Ferme de Cravençon
Chaudun

Elodie

500 kg

Potatoes

25 septembre matin

8am

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

200 kg

Cucumber

25 September mating

8am

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

168 kg

25 September mating

10am

Primever
6 avenue de Bourgogne
BAT 02 FRUILEG 558
94581 RUNGIS
Tel: 01.56.34.15.20

Patrick

300 kg

Attente réponse

12pm

Les Halles Trottemant

Patrick

?

Passer quand on est à
Rungis pour voir ce qu'ils ont

2pm

Dynamis?

Patrick

?

Divers

Elodie

Attente réponse

3:30pm

Les Vergers St Eustache?

Patrick

25 September mating

6pm

???

Divers

Marine

Marine + 1

GLEANING Crates needed
20 boxes, 10 kg
each

Solaal

Eggplants

24 boxes, 7kg
each

Solaal

Beetroots

30 boxes, 10 kg
each

Solaal

Solar
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500 kg

Potatoes

300 kg

Beetroots

300 kg

Carotts

168 kg

Eggplants

300kg

Tomates

200 kg

Cagettes
plastiques 45
30 boxes, 10 kg
each
30 boxes, 10 kg
each
24 boxes, 7kg
each

300

120

80

0

0

500

130

80

80

10

0

300

200

0

40

40

20

300

168

0

0

0

0

168

Cagettes?

140

0

50

60

50

300

Cucumber

20 boxes, 10 kg
each

0

40

40

60

60

200

Divers
supermarché

?
TOTAL

0
938

240

290

170

130

30

31

32

